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Abstract—We describe our experiences in implementing and
applying the Coarray Fortran language extensions adopted in
Fortran 2008. The successful porting of reverse time migration
(RTM), a data-intensive algorithm and one of the largest uses of
computational resources in seismic exploration, is described, and
results are presented demonstrating that the CAF implementation
provides comparable performance to an equivalent MPI version.
We close with a discussion on parallel I/O and how it may be
incorporated into the CAF programming model.

I. INTRODUCTION

New programming models are needed to meet the chal-
lenges posed by ever-increasing data processing requirements.
They must provide mechanisms for accessing and processing
large-scale data sets. Moreover, we believe they must be simple
and intuitive to use, particularly for non-expert programmers.
A large fraction of the codes that are used in the Oil and
Gas industry are written in Fortran, and it is important that
new programming models can work interoperably with these
existing codes.

Fortunately, in the latest Fortran 2008 standard new features
were added which can potentially transform Fortran into an
effective programming language for developing data-intensive,
parallel applications. These features, collectively, were based
on Co-Array Fortran (CAF), a Fortran extension proposed
in the 1990s that incorporated a Partitioned Global Address
Space (PGAS) programming model into the language. How-
ever, there has been an unfortunate lack of available imple-
mentations for these new language features, which therefore
prompted us to develop our own implementation in the open-
source OpenUH compiler.

This paper is organized as follows. In section II we provide
an overview of the CAF features that were adopted in Fortran
2008. We then describe our implementation of these features
in section III. We present our experience in porting an existing
reverse time migration (RTM) application, widely used by Oil
and Gas exploration teams for seismic images processing, to
CAF in section IV. In section V, we discuss our thoughts
on extending the language for enabling scalable, parallel I/O.
We present related work in section VI, and close with our

conclusions in section VII.

II. COARRAY FORTRAN

The CAF extension in Fortran 2008 adds new features to
the language for parallel programming. It follows the Single-
Program, Multiple-Data (SPMD) programming model, where
multiple copies of the program, termed images in CAF, execute
asynchronously and have local data objects that are globally
accessible. CAF may be implemented on top of shared mem-
ory systems and distributed memory systems. The programmer
may access memory of any remote image without the explicit
involvement of that image, as if the data is “distributed” across
all the images and there is a single, global address space
(hence, it is often described as a language implementation of
the PGAS model). The array syntax of Fortran is extended
with a trailing subscript notation in square brackets, called
cosubscripts. A list of cosubscripts is used to index into the
address space of another image, where an image index may
range from 1 to the total number of images that are executing.

Figure 1 shows the logically shared but partitioned memory
view that characterizes PGAS programming models. Spec-
ifying A Coarray(n) without cosubscripts (square brackets)
accesses only the local coarray. This differentiates PGAS from
the shared memory model which does not distinguish between
local and remote data. Since the remote memory access is
explicit, it provides a clearly visible marker for potentially
expensive communication operations in the code.

Fig. 1. Logical view of memory in CAF



Only objects declared as coarrays (i.e. one or more codi-
mensions) can be accessed from a different image. Coarrays
can be global/static or dynamically allocated, but in any case
they must exist on all images. This has many consequences
described in the standard, among them being that the allocation
of an allocatable coarray is a collective operation with an
implicit barrier. Coarrays may be declared with multiple
codimensions, in which case the number of images are log-
ically organized into a multi-dimensional grid. For example,
the declaration real :: c(2,3)[2,3:4,*] logically arranges the
images into a 2× 2× n grid for all cosubscripted references
to the coarray c. A cosubscripted coarray reference generally
indicates a remote memory access. For example, the statement
b(5:6)[2] = a(3:4) writes to the 5th and 6th element of coarray
b on image 2. Similarly, the statement a(1:2) = b(5:6)[2] reads
from the 5th and 6th element of coarray b on image 2.

CAF provides both a global barrier synchronization state-
ment (sync all) and a partial barrier synchronization statement
(sync images) which may be used to to synchronize with a
specified list of images. Critical sections, locks, and atomic
operations are also part of the language. Additionally, CAF in-
cludes several intrinsic functions for image inquiry such as re-
turning the image index of the executing process (this image),
the total number of running images (num images), and the
image index holding a coarray with specified cosubscripts
(image index).

III. CAF IMPLEMENTATION

CAF support in OpenUH [1] comprises three areas: (1) an
extended front-end that accepts the coarray syntax and related
intrinsic functions/subroutines, (2) back-end translation, op-
timization, and code generation, and (3) a portable runtime
library that can be deployed on a variety of HPC platforms.

We modified the Cray Fortran 95 front-end that comes with
OpenUH to support our coarray implementation. Cray had
provided some support for CAF syntax, but its approach was to
perform the translation to the underlying runtime library in the
front-end. It accepted the [] syntax in the parser, recognized
certain CAF intrinsics, and it targeted a SHMEM-based run-
time with a global address space. In order to take advantage of
the analysis and optimizing capabilities in the OpenUH back-
end, we needed to preserve the coarray semantics into the
back-end. To accomplish this, we adopted a similar approach
to that used in Open64/SL Fortran front-end from [2], where
co-subscripts are preserved in the IR as extra array subscripts.
We also added support for CAF intrinsic functions such as
this_image, num_images, image_index, and more as
defined in the Fortran 2008 standard.

We have in place a basic implementation for coarray low-
ering in our back-end and are in the midst of adding an
analysis/optimization phase. The current implementation will
generate communication based on remote coarray references.
Fairly early in the back-end processing, a F90 lowering phase
is carried out in which F90-supported elemental array opera-
tions are translated into loops. We make use of the higher-level
F90 array operations, supported by the very high WHIRL IR

in our compiler, for generating block communication in our
translation. The implemented translation strategy is as follows:

1) Lower CAF Intrinsics: Calls to this_image and
num_images are replaced with loads of external
symbols representing the runtime-initialized variables
_this_image and _num_images, respectively.

2) Lower Co-indexed References: A co-indexed coarray
variable signifies a remote access. ARRAY and AR-
RAYSECTION nodes in the compiler IR are processed
to determine if they represent a co-indexed array refer-
ence. A temporary local communication buffer (LCB) is
allocated for either sending (if it is a write) or receiving
(if its read) the accessed elements.

3) Symbol Table Cleanup: After coarrays are lowered,
their corresponding type in the WHIRL symbol tables
are adjusted so that they only contain the local array
dimensions.

Suppose the Coarray Lowering phase encounters the fol-
lowing statement:

A(i, j, 1 : n)[q] =B(1, j, 1 : n)[p] + C(1, j, 1 : n)[p] (1)
+D[p]

This means that array sections from coarrays B and C and
the coarray scalar D are brought in from image p. They are
added together, following the normal rules for array addition
under Fortran 90. Then, the resulting array is written to
an array section of coarray A on process q. To store all
the intermediate values used for communication, temporary
buffers must be made available. Our translation creates 4
buffers t1, t2, t3, and t4 for the above statement. We can
represent this statement in the following way:

A(i, j, 1 : n)[q]← t1 =t2← B(1, j, 1 : n)[p] (2)
+t3← C(1, j, 1 : n)[p]

+t4← D[p]

For each expression of the form t ← R(...)[...], the
compiler generates an allocation for a local communication
buffer (LCB) t of the same size as the array section R(...).
The compiler then generates a get runtime call. This call
will retrieve the data into the buffer t using an underlying
communication subsystem (either GASNet [?] or ARMCI [3],
as specified by the user). The final step is for the compiler to
generate a deallocation for buffer t. An expression of the form
L(...)[...] ← t follows a similar pattern, except the compiler
generates a PUT runtime call.

pseudocode:
get( t2, B(1, j, 1:n), p )
get( t3, C(i, j, 1:n), p )
get( t4, D, [p] )
t1 = t2 + t3 + t4
put( t1, A(i, j, 1:n), q )



The above pseudo-code depicts the communication pattern
generated in the initial lowering phase for the statement
representation given in (2).

One of the key benefits of the CAF programming model
is that programs are amenable to aggressive compiler op-
timizations. The back-end also consists of a prelowering
phase which normalizes the IR emitted from the front-end to
facilitate dependence analysis. This can enable many potential
optimizations, including hoisting potentially expensive coarray
accesses out of loops, message vectorization where the Fortran
90 array section syntax is not specified by the programmer,
and generating non-blocking communication calls where it is
feasible and profitable. For instance, a subsequent compiler
phases may then convert get and put calls to non-blocking
communication calls and use data flow analysis to overlap
communication with computation and potentially aggregate
messages, similar to work described in [4].

A. Runtime Support

The implementation of our supporting runtime system relies
on an underlying communication subsystem provided by GAS-
Net [5] or ARMCI [3]. We have adopted these libraries for
most communication and synchronization operations required
by the CAF execution model. This work entails memory man-
agement for coarray data, communication facilities provided
by the runtime, and support for synchronizations specified in
the CAF language. We have also added support for reduction
operations in the runtime, as well as point-to-point synchro-
nization using event variables. It is expected that both these
features will be included in the next revision of the Fortran
standard.

Fig. 2. Shared Memory Heap

The communication layer reserves a large of “shared” mem-
ory – registered and pinned-down for direct memory access by
the network – for storing coarrays and other data that should
be “globall” accessible. The structure of this memory segment
(called the “shared memory heap”) is shown in Figure 2.
Coarrays declared with static array bounds are reserved space
at the top of the heap. Allocatable coarrays, which must
exist with the same bounds on every image, are dynamically

allocated during the run of the program. Data objects which
need not exist symmetrically across all images but nevertheless
should be accessible across images are allocated from the
bottom of the heap.

IV. APPLICATION

In this section, the application of Coarray Fortran to imple-
ment an algorithm of relevance to industry will be described.
The code that was developed performs Reverse Time Migra-
tion (RTM) [6]. This method is widely used in subsurface
exploration seismic imaging, for example by the oil and gas
industry. A source emits a wave pulse, which reflects off of
subsurface structures and is recorded by an array of receivers.
RTM transforms the recorded data into an image of the
reflector locations. It is suitable for parallelization by domain
decomposition, and is often executed on distributed memory
systems due to the large volumes of data involved.

RTM uses the finite difference method to numerically solve
a wave equation, propagating waves on a discretized domain.
It consists of two stages. The first is referred to as the forward
pass as it propagates an approximation of the source wave for-
ward in time. In the second, backward, stage, the recorded data
is propagated backward in time. The RTM algorithm assumes
that the forward propagated source wavefield and backward
propagated data wavefield overlap in space and time at the
location of reflectors. This imaging condition is evaluated
during the backward pass. As it involves the wavefield from
the forward pass, a technique must be employed to allow this
wavefield to be recovered at each step during the backward
stage. This could be achieved by saving the entire forward
wavefield at each time step, and then reloading the appropriate
data when it is needed. More sophisticated methods, such
as only saving the boundaries of the forward wavefield [7],
reduce the memory requirement at the expense of additional
computations by recomputing the forward wavefield during the
backward pass.

Typical seismic experiments involve several thousand shots.
Each shot consists of a source wave pulse, usually at a distinct
location, and the associated receiver data. A single shot in a
production survey typically contains several gigabytes of data.
The total acquisition data size is usually in the terabyte range.
For example, one dataset acquired from 30 blocks (3 × 3
square miles per block) consists of 82K shots, 460M traces
with 3600 samples per trace with total data size of about
6.6 TB. Shots are processed individually, but potentially in
parallel, each requiring tens of thousands of time steps of a
3D eighth-order finite difference propagator on a 3D domain
containing billions of cells. Depending on the storage strategy
used, significant volumes of data may need to be saved during
each time step of the forward pass and recovered during
the backward pass to enable the application of the imaging
condition. RTM processing is therefore among the most data
intensive applications used in industry.

The simplest implementations of the RTM algorithm make
the assumption that the Earth is isotropic, this means that wave
propagation speed is not dependent on angle. In reality this is
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Fig. 3. A section of the 2004 BP model image generated by RTM using
CAF.

often not a valid assumption as rocks such as shale, a common
material at the depths of interest to hydrocarbon exploration,
can exhibit strong anisotropy. Since hydrocarbon exploration
frequently occurs in regions covered by sedimentary rocks,
which were laid down in layers, a more plausible assumption
is that of transverse isotropy, where waves can propagate at
different speeds parallel and perpendicular to bedding planes.
To account for buckling, uplift, and other processes which
can change the orientation of the rock layers, tilted transverse
isotropy (TTI) [8] may be assumed. The TTI implementation
of RTM is considerably more compute and communication
intensive than the isotropic version.

A. Implementation

A full RTM code was developed using Coarray Fortran,
capable of processing production data. Both isotropic and TTI
propagators were included. A section of the image produced
by the code of the 2004 BP model [9], is displayed in Fig.
3. This is a synthetic model designed to be representative of
challenging sub-salt environments currently being encountered
in exploration of the Gulf of Mexico and off-shore West
Africa. It consists of more than 1000 source locations spread
over 67 km, on a grid discretized into 12.5m × 6.25m cells.

It was possible to design the code in such a way that
only the communication modules were specific to a coarray
implementation of the algorithm. This permitted an equivalent
MPI version to also be created for performance comparison
by merely writing MPI communication modules.

In certain situations more than one wavefield needs to be
halo-swapped per time step. In the forward stage of TTI, two
wavefields need to be halo-swapped. In the backward stage,
if boundary swapping is being employed, then the number
is two for isotropic and four for TTI. In both the CAF and
MPI implementations, the halos from all of the wavefields to
be transmitted to a particular processor were therefore packed
into a single buffer, which is unpacked at the destination. This
reduces the number of messages sent, potentially improving
communication performance. A further advantage of this ap-
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Fig. 4. Runtime (communication and computation) of the forward stage
of CAF and MPI versions of the code, for (a) isotropic and (b) TTI, as the
number of processors was increased with a fixed total problem size.

proach is that the wavefields themselves do not need to be
declared as coarrays in the CAF implementation, only the
buffers, simplifying the creation of an MPI version free of
coarrays. Although CAF currently lacks parallel I/O, for this
RTM implementation we were able to utilize the traditional
sequential I/O and perform post-processing to obtain the final
resulting image.

B. Performance

The plots in Fig. 4 show the runtime per time step of the
CAF and MPI versions during the forward stage of RTM.
A domain consisting of 1024 × 768 × 512 cells was used,
on a cluster with Intel Nehalem CPUs and QDR Infiniband
interconnect. These measurements appear to show good per-
formance of the CAF code: it was up to 32% faster for the
isotropic case, while approximately equal to the MPI code for
TTI. This demonstrates that a production-level industrial code
can be developed using CAF, and performance similar to that
of an MPI implementation is achieveable.

V. DISCUSSION ON PARALLEL I/O

We believe that in the petascale/exascale era, the perfor-
mance bottleneck for data-intensive applications will be in
I/O. Therefore, a sound parallel I/O mechanism is a crucial



aspect for future parallel programming models. However, the
J3 Fortran standard committee has not yet settled upon a
solution for parallel I/O to be part of the standard. We have
two views on how this can be achieved. We can follow a more
conventional design for parallel I/O that has been proposed
but voted down by the committee. Or, we can pursue a new
approach which makes use of the PGAS memory model to
provide a fully asynchronous parallel I/O API.

In the latter approach, we integrate the “global arrays”
abstraction, provided for example in the Global Arrays
Toolkit [10] [11], into our CAF programming model. The
global array functions as an I/O buffer, taking advantage of the
large physical memory available in the curren tsystem and the
fast interconnect on the HPC system. A “get” or “put” access
to a segment of this global array buffer on a given image is
the mechanism used by our system to initiate the I/O. At the
same time, an independent group of processes, managed by the
runtime, will handle the data movement between the global
array buffer and the actual storage devices asynchronously.
The mapping of global arrays to disk could be implemented
using disk resident arrays, as described by Nieplocha et al.
in [12].

VI. RELATED WORK

Having an open-source compiler is important for an emerg-
ing language as it promotes sharing of ideas and encourages
people to freely experiment with it. There have been few
public Coarray Fortran implementations to date. Dotsenko et
al. developed CAFC [2], a source-to-source implementation
based on Open64 with runtime support based on ARMCI [3]
and GASNet [5]. They used Open64 as a front-end and
implemented enhancements in the IR-to-source translator to
generate Fortran source code to be compiled using GNU
compilers. G95 [13] provides a coarray implementation (with
closed-source runtime support). G95 allows coarray programs
to run on a single machine with multiple cores, or on multiple
images across homogeneous networks. In this second mode,
images are launched and managed via a G95 Coarray Console.
There has been a recent effort to implement coarrays in
GFortran [14], and an updated design document for this
implementation is maintained online. As of this writing, the
gfortran implementation does not yet support for multi-image
execution, and coarray intrinsics are not supported for coarrays
with bounds that are determined at runtime. Rice, more
recently, has developed an open source compiler for CAF
2.0 [15] which uses the ROSE compiler infrastructure.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we described the CAF programming model
which has been standardized in Fortran 2008, and its imple-
mentation in an open-source compiler. Our implementation
of Fortran coarray extension is available at the OpenUH
website [16]. We have demonstrated that a widely used, data-
intensive seismic processing application, reverse time migra-
tion (RTM), could be implemented using coarrays, and share
much of the same code base as an MPI version. Performance

was found to be similar or better, with the CAF implementa-
tion outperforming MPI by up to 32% in one setting. The lack
of a scalable parallel I/O feature in the programming model
still needs to be addressed. We are exploring a new approach
for this problem which utilized global arrays in memory as I/O
buffers and asynchronously manages the data transfer between
the buffer and the storage.
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